Schools

Woodland
Story Frames
(KS2)
Every story needs a hero! Someone fearless, brave, willing to do good!
Using natural materials, it’s time to create your very own woodland story.

To make an effective Woodland Story Frames story, the children must
follow the KS2 story mountain structure. Create six Woodland Story
Frames from twigs or branches and everything within them is to be made
from natural materials.
What you’ll need
• Paper
• Glue and stick for hero (see Appendix 1)
• Natural materials for story frames

Subjects
Language & literacy
Art & design

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Creative writing and thinking
Justification and evaluation of decisions
Learning about narrative structure
Performance skills

•
•
•

Oral presentation
Collaborative thinking
Use of natural collages

Lesson Plan:
Warm-up/Introduction
Leaf Hunt – Search the school grounds to see which trees children can identify. Are they
deciduous or evergreen? What seeds are associated with these trees? Materials for story
frames can be collected during this activity.

Main Learning
Children need to be divided into six groups (one for
each story frame).
A woodland hero needs to be decided by the whole
class. These can be found in Appendix 1.

GOOD TIP:
Prepare the heroes prior to
lesson by cutting them out. You
could provide the children with

Once the class have decided on a hero, stick the

some heroic words that can be

animal onto a stick. This way the hero can move

used to make the hero’s name.

through the story as it is being told.
Following the KS2 story mountain structure, each
group will be allocated one part of the story. Usually there are five stops on the story
mountain; however, we have divided the ‘build up’ stop into two in order to create a more
visually interesting story later on. See Appendix 2 for the group’s breakdown. Print these out
and hand one to each group.
The whole class should hear what happens at each mountain stop so that you end up with a
coherent story.

Once a story has been created it’s time to make them come to life with all the natural
materials they found. The children must first create six frames and within their frame, they
must design and create a suitable scene that sums up their part of the story. This is a great
session to do outdoors but can also be done indoors. Appendix 3 shows an example story and
the corresponding frames that can be given to the children.

Performing the story
Once the Woodland Story Frames are completed, the children must tell the story. Each group
should nominate someone to tell the others what is happening in their frame.
The hero that has been cut out and stuck on the stick should move from frame to frame as the
story unfolds.
GOOD TIP: How about recording the story being told? Combine the telling of the story with
images of the children’s story frame and make a short video!

Plenary
Ask the children to think about other stories that could be told using six story frames. This could
be a well-known story such as The Gruffalo, Where the Wild Things Are etc. How could they use
natural materials to tell these stories and what part of this story would be in the frame their
group was working on?

Other resources:
Tree ID and Seed ID sheets, along with other great activities, can be downloaded from the City
of Trees Go Wild resources: http://www.cityoftrees.org.uk/gowildfamilies
We would love to see your creations and learn more about trees! Share your photos with us on
Instagram or twitter /cityoftreesmcr

Appendix 1:

Appendix 2:

Group 1 – Introduction
Where does the hero live? What do they look like? What is their hero doing before they go on an
adventure?
Group 2 – Build-up: Call to action
Who needs help from the hero? What do they look like? Why do they need help?
Group 3 – Build-up: Power item
What item does the hero need to complete their quest? Who give the hero the power item?
What powers do they have?
Group 4 – Problem
Who is the villain? Where does the hero meet the villain? What powers does the villain have?
Group 5 – Resolution
How does the hero defeat the villain? Does the hero get a reward for doing so? What happens
to the villain once defeated?
Group 6 – Ending
How does the hero solve the problem and get back to normal? What happens to the hero next?
Could the villain ever come back?

Appendix 3:

Story Mountain Stop

Introduction:
Hero’s house

Woodland Story Frame

Lives inside a large tree
complete with leaf carpet,
wooden TV and bark covered
bed

Build-up: Call to action The local squirrels come to
the hero to tell them that all
the acorns, nuts and seeds
have disappeared from the
woods!

Build-up: Power item

Squirrels give the hero a
chest – inside the chest is a
wand that turns people into
gold!

Problem: Meets villain

Hero finds the villain hiding
underground. The villain is a
great vampire, zombie
squirrel and it has been
stealing all the acorns and
seeds.

Example

Resolution:
Defeats villain

Hero fights villain and
defeats it by turning the
villain into a gold statue

Ending: Back to normal

Hero sells gold statue on
eBay in order to buy new
acorns and seeds.

